Hearing can be elicited in response to vibratory stimuli delivered to fluid in the external auditory meatus. To obtain a complete audiogram in subjects with normal hearing in response to pure tone vibratory stimuli delivered to fluid applied to the external meatus. Subjects and Methods: Pure tone vibratory stimuli in the audiometric range from 0.25 to 6.0 kHz were delivered to fluid applied to the external meatus of eight participants with normal hearing (15 dB or better) using a rod attached to a standard clinical bone vibrator. The fluid thresholds obtained were compared to the air conduction (AC), bone conduction (BC; mastoid), and soft tissue conduction (STC; neck) thresholds in the same subjects. Results: Fluid stimulation thresholds were obtained at every frequency in each subject. The fluid and STC (neck) audiograms sloped down at higher frequencies, while the AC and BC audiograms were flat. It is likely that the fluid stimulation audiograms did not involve AC mechanisms or even, possibly, osseous BC mechanisms. Conclusions: The thresholds elicited in response to the fluid in the meatus likely reflect a form of STC and may result from excitation of the inner ear by the vibrations induced in the fluid. The sloping fluid audiograms may reflect transmission pathways that are less effective at higher frequencies.
Introduction
Hearing is usually elicited by air conduction (AC) in which sound is conducted to the external ear by air pressures. Bone conduction (BC) elicits hearing when a bone vibrator is applied to the skin overlying the skull bone, and induces vibrations of the underlying bone, which are then conducted to the bony external, middle, and inner ears. Soft tissue conduction (STC) is an additional mode of audition which is elicited by inducing vibrations in the body through, for example, placing a bone vibrator on multiple sites on the body that are not over skull bone. The vibrations induced in the body in this way are conducted through the soft tissues of the body to the ear [1] [2] [3] [4] , and therefore called STC. These soft tissue vibrations converge on the final stage (end point) in the inner ear, activating it [5] .
Several previous studies designed to gain insight into the mechanisms of STC have been conducted on cadavers [6] and on patients with BC implants [7] . In a study investigating STC mechanisms, auditory thresholds were determined in response to the delivery of auditory frequency vibratory stimuli to fluid applied to the mastoidectomy cavity in post-radical mastoidectomy patients, and to fluid in the external auditory meatus (EAM) in humans with normal hearing [8] . However, that study was limited to the thresholds of 1.0 and 2.0 kHz [8] . A complementary study was conducted in an animal model of mastoidectomy [9] .
In the present study, pure tone vibratory stimuli at all the audiometric frequencies were delivered to fluid, which had been applied to the external meatus of patients with normal hearing. The thresholds elicited were then compared to those obtained in response to AC, BC (at the mastoid), and an STC site at the neck (over the sternocleidomastoid muscle) in the same subjects. This was designed to provide insight into the possible mechanisms and pathways involved in STC, which originate at the sites of stimulation and activate the inner ear and auditory nerve fibers leading to auditory sensation. Therefore, the present study provides a complete "fluid stimulation audiogram" in response to pure tones across the entire audiometric frequency range. Since this type of fluid stimulation can be considered a form of STC, it is a convenient platform to study the properties of STC in normal hearing subjects. The study also serves to complement and expand on the earlier report [8] , which was limited to frequencies of 1.0 and 2.0 kHz.
Subjects and Methods
Eight female subjects recruited from a local college (mean± standard deviation: age 23.8±2.17; range 20 to 27 years) with normal hearing (defined as AC thresholds at or above 15 dB HL) at the frequencies 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 6.0 kHz participated in the study. All auditory testing was conducted using the same clinical audiometer (Interacoustics model AC40, Assens, Denmark) in the same audiometric booth by the same audiologist. Prior to the study, an otolaryngologist examined the participants' ears to confirm that they were normal, and that the tympanic membrane was intact. The study was reviewed and approved by the Hebrew University-Hadassah Medical School Ethics Committee and written informed consent was given by all participants (HMO 15-0601).
The participants initially underwent a conventional audiometric evaluation (AC and BC thresholds) conducted with warble tones (standard at our facility) by an audiologist in the conventional manner (American National Standard Institute S3.31 1978, 1986), using the modified Hughson-Westlake technique. During the experimental part of the study, which followed the initial evaluation, the AC threshold was determined using insert phones (Etymotic Research ER·3A, Elk Grove Village, IL, USA), and the BC threshold was determined using a clinical bone vibrator (Radioear B71, Radioear, New Eagle, PA, USA) with the metal head band (Radioear P3333, Radioear) applied to the mastoid with the standard force of approximately 500 gram (5 N). The threshold was additionally determined by applying the same bone vibrator to the skin over a soft tissue site at the neck (over the sternocleidomastoid muscle). This neck STC site was chosen due to its accessibility and its use by a previous study [10] . The same bone vibrator was applied to this neck STC site using the same metal 5 N force head band for each frequency, so that the application force would be similar.
The thresholds to stimulation at the mastoid and at the neck STC sites were obtained while the EAM was occluded with ear plugs (Classic SuperFit 30 AeroCo, E-A-R, Indianapolis, IN, USA) deeply inserted into each ear canal to reduce the possibility that the participants would respond to the air-conducted sound coming from the bone vibrator.
For the fluid stimulation part of the experiment, the head of each subject rested on a pillow with the experimental ear facing upward. Sterile saline was applied to the ear canal and filled to the concha of the external ear. Since the experimental ear was facing upward, the fluid was meant to replace and flush out air from the meatus. A small, thin plastic rod (diameter 3 mm; length 2.5 cm) was attached to the bone vibrator so that its vibrations would be conveyed by the rod to the fluid in the canal and the concha, as in previous human experiments [8] . The bone vibrator was held by an independent experimenter, and the rod was dipped into the fluid in the EAM and concha confirmed by visual inspection to be making contact with the fluid alone, without direct contact with the skin of the canal or the concha, i.e., without any application force (0 N force). In addition, the subject was instructed to report if they felt any contact between the rod and the skin. The tip of the rod was placed several millimeters into the fluid. The same standard clinical bone vibrator (Radioear B71) was used to deliver the BC (mastoid), STC (neck), and fluid stimulations.
Using this experimental protocol, four threshold audiograms were conducted in response to stimulation with warble tones at 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 6.0 kHz delivered to the sites AC, BC (mastoid), STC neck site, and fluid in the EAM, and compared. In the contralateral ear an insert earphone presented appropriate 40 dB SL narrow band noise in all conditions (i.e., during AC, BC, STC neck, and fluid stimulation). Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) repeated measures were conducted in order to analyze the main effects of the stimulation site (AC, BC, STC, fluid) and frequency (0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 6.0 kHz).
Results
Thresholds were obtained for all the participants at each of the frequencies delivered to the fluid in the meatus. The mean thresholds (±standard deviation) were elicited in the eight participants with normal hearing at each of the four stimulation sites (AC, BC mastoid, neck STC, and fluid in the EAM) and with each of the stimulus frequencies, which are displayed in Fig. 1 . The two-way ANOVA revealed a significant effect in stimulation site [F (3, 191) =43.28, p<0.001], and in frequency [F (5, 191) =17.92, p<0.001], with a significant interaction between these two main effects [F (15, 191) =14.94, p<0.001]. Contrast analysis (Holm-Sidak) demonstrated that the thresholds of the neck STC site and fluid audiograms at the higher frequencies differed significantly from those at the lower frequencies (t=8.85; t=5.97; t=10.4; t=7.08, p<0.001). As can be seen in Fig. 1 , the AC and BC audiograms were relatively flat overall. However, the fluid stimulation and neck STC site audiograms slope down to poorer (higher) thresholds at the higher frequencies.
Discussion
The present study expands on an earlier report in which audio frequency vibratory stimuli were delivered to fluid applied to the mastoidectomy cavity of post-radical mastoidectomy patients and to the EAM in normal hearing subjects [8] .
That study was limited to fluid thresholds of 1.0 and 2.0 kHz. In this study, we present fluid thresholds across the entire audiometric frequency range of vibratory stimulation at 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and 6.0 kHz delivered to fluid applied to the EAM of subjects with normal hearing. Thresholds were obtained in each subject and frequency, providing pure tone audiograms for each stimulation mode (AC, BC, STC neck, and fluid). However, the thresholds of the BC audiograms cannot be statistically compared to the STC neck and fluid threshold audiograms. This is because even though the same bone vibrator was used to elicit the BC, STC neck, and fluid thresholds, the bone vibrator and audiometer had been calibrated to deliver vibratory stimulation to the bony mastoid, which presents a higher mechanical impedance, while the other sites (STC neck and fluid) also elicited by the same bone vibrator, presented lower impedance to the bone vibrator. Therefore, the only statistical comparisons that can be used are those that show that the AC and BC audiograms were flat, and the STC neck and fluid audiograms sloped down at higher frequencies.
The established view is that AC and BC stimulation elicit hearing by the initiation of a pressure difference across the cochlear partition, producing passive displacements of the basilar membrane (a traveling wave), which then activate the outer hair cells (the cochlear amplifier), contributing to active displacements [11] . It has been shown that the administration of drugs which depress the cochlear amplifier (salicylic acid and furosemide) lead to similar AC, BC, and STC threshold elevations [12] . Furthermore AC, BC, and STC hearing mechanisms all interact with each other, which is possible only if they share a common pattern of mechanical activity [13] . Therefore, the final stage of hearing elicited by each mode of stimulation delivered at threshold intensities in the present study (AC, BC, STC neck, and fluid) could all involve similar basilar membrane displacements.
How could the vibrations induced in the fluid applied to the EAM at threshold intensities in normal hearing subjects initiate such basilar membrane displacements?
Possible AC mechanisms
One consideration is an AC related mechanism, in which either air conducted sounds coming from the bone vibrator, or the vibratory stimuli induced in the fluid in the meatus by the bone vibrator, give rise to vibrations of the tympanic membrane. However, the constant, static pressure of the fluid applied to the meatus and resting on the tympanic membrane, blocking the meatus, would attenuate AC sound. In addition, the fluid on the tympanic membrane would dampen any dynamic vibrations of the tympanic membrane that were potentially induced by the sound. Therefore, the responses obtained in the present study at threshold intensities are likely not due to the initiation of AC (tympanic membrane) related mechanisms.
Possible osseous BC mechanisms
Another possible consideration is that the fluid thresholds obtained in the present study could be initiated through osseous BC mechanisms. In other words, the magnitude of the vibrations, which were induced in the fluid applied to the EAM (which were threshold in intensity), could have led to vibra- [14] [15] [16] . Together, these four osseous BC mechanisms lead to pressure differences across the basilar membrane and to a passive traveling wave, similar to AC hearing [14] [15] [16] . Therefore, threshold intensity vibratory stimulation delivered to the fluid without any application force could have initiated vibrations of skull bone, leading to these four osseous BC mechanisms. Furthermore, the fluid in the meatus was not in direct contact with bone, but rather with the soft tissues lining the external meatus.
In a previous study conducted on post radical mastoidectomy patients (in whom the tympanic membrane and the ossicular chain had been surgically removed) in addition to normal subjects, the fluid stimulation thresholds in the patient group were similar to those in the normal hearing subject group at 1.0 and 2.0 kHz [8] . However, in the post radical mastoidectomy patients, due to the surgical removal of the tympanic membrane and the ossicular chain, the occlusion effect and the ossicle inertia mechanisms would not be possible. Furthermore, the removal of the ossicular chain together with the tympanic membrane would greatly reduce the impedance acting on the oval window, making its compliance, and hence its displacement, more similar to that of the round window. In such a situation, the two inner ear osseous BC mechanisms (fluid inertia and distortion: compression-expansion of the wall of the inner ear) should also be less effective. Therefore, it was expected that each of the four osseous BC mechanisms would have reduced efficacy in post radical mastoidectomy patients. Nevertheless, in several post radical mastoidectomy and subtotal petrosectomy patients in whom the tympanic membrane and the ossicles had been removed, normal BC thresholds were obtained [17] , and in some of them, the STC neck thresholds were similar to those in normal subjects (personal communication: MG-D, MK-Y). Therefore, the finding that the fluid stimulation thresholds at 1.0 and 2.0 kHz in the post mastoidectomy patients were similar to those in the normal subjects, coupled with the normal BC and STC (neck) thresholds in many radical mastoidectomy patients, could mean that the fluid stimulation thresholds at 1.0 and 2.0 kHz in the post mastoidectomy patients and in the normal subjects in the previous study [8] may not have involved osseous BC mechanisms. This also supports the notion that the fluid stimulation threshold audiograms in the present study conducted on subjects with normal hearing may not have been elicited by osseous BC mechanisms.
Acoustic impedance
In addition, it should be difficult for threshold intensity pressures induced in the fluid applied to the external meatus to give rise to vibrations of skull bone, leading to the osseous BC mechanisms. This intuitive concept can be expressed in physical principles: the acoustic impedance (defined as the density of a medium multiplied by the velocity of sound in the medium) of the soft tissues of the body and tissue fluids are similar to each other (soft tissue=1.62×10 6 kg/m 2 sec; fluid=1.52× 10 6 kg/m 2 sec) and are very different from that of bone (7.8× 10 6 kg/m 2 sec). Therefore, the threshold intensity vibrations induced in the fluid, skin, and other soft tissues, can be transmitted through a series of soft tissues and fluids in the body to the inner ear fluids [5, 18, 19] . However, they would be partially reflected at the boundary between the soft tissues and the more compact, dense, and solid skull bone. At supra-threshold intensities (approximately 10 dB higher), however, osseous BC mechanisms may be involved. It is therefore possible that the hair cells of the inner ear may be activated at the threshold directly by the vibrations induced in the EAM fluid, and not by the induction of osseous BC mechanisms. In fact, other forms of fluid stimulation in experimental animals also elicited threshold auditory brainstem evoked responses, but with the apparent absence of osseous BC mechanisms. These experiments were conducted under conditions in which a traveling wave along the basilar membrane may not have been possible (for example, following the immobilization of the ossicular chain, discontinuity of the ossicular chain, and fixation of the cochlear windows, so that bulk fluid flow between the two immobilized windows) would not be possible. Nevertheless, BC thresholds did not change, while in these same animals, threshold auditory responses could be elicited in response to the delivery of vibratory stimulation to a pool of saline in the surgical region [20] , to the brain and cerebrospinal fluid in the cranial cavity, and to the fluid (saline) applied to the middle ear cavity [21] . The severe impediments to the os-seous BC mechanisms of ossicular chain inertia, and to the inner ear mechanisms of fluid inertia and distortion (compression-expansion) of the cochlear wall resulting from the changes induced in the load impedance of the oval window, would further hinder the initiation of a traveling wave. However, auditory responses could be elicited in response to the delivery of vibrations to fluid, as in the present study. The present experimental results, together with the consideration of BC mechanisms and the acoustic impedances of body tissues, have provided evidence that hearing at threshold may not involve those osseous BC mechanisms (which are based on the induction of actual bone vibrations) in these forms of STC. Nevertheless, at somewhat higher intensities, osseous BC mechanisms may be induced [7] .
The results of the present fluid stimulation audiogram study show that both the AC and BC audiograms elicited by bone vibrator stimulation at the mastoid are relatively flat. On the other hand, the thresholds of the STC neck site and the fluid stimulation in the EAM audiograms slope down at the higher frequencies. Thus, the findings that the BC and AC audiograms were flat while the STC neck and fluid audiograms (the latter of which is also a form of STC) slope down at higher frequencies, may be evidence that the STC pathways in general may be less efficient at higher frequencies, which may reflect some inherent property of the STC pathways.
While others have conducted similar fluid stimulation studies, they have done so for completely different reasons. Tabuchi, et al. [22] conducted a "liquid test" in order to differentiate between ossicular fixation and ossicular discontinuity. Nishimura, et al. [23] applied water to the ear canal in order to analyze what they refer to as "cartilage conduction." In both studies, pure tone stimuli were delivered to fluid in the canal, and lower (better) thresholds were found at the lower frequencies, similar to the results of the present study.
Future studies are necessary to elucidate the final stage of hearing resulting from STC stimulation and to assess the mechanism responsible for the sloping audiograms seen during fluid and the STC stimulation. In addition, fluid stimulation audiograms should be compared to the more standard AC and BC audiograms in large groups of patients with different types of hearing loss in order to assess whether fluid stimulation audiograms reflect lesions of the inner ear (sensori-neural hearing loss) or of the middle ear (conductive hearing loss).
In conclusion, a complete threshold audiogram can be elicited in response to the delivery of pure tone vibratory stimulation to fluid applied to the EAM. Analysis of the results of this fluid stimulation study contributes to a better understanding of the mechanisms of STC at threshold intensities.
